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Abstract— Femtocells act as home base stations. These are
cellular network access points that connects the user equipment
to mobile operator using DSL, cable internet or using optical
fiber. To improve interior network coverage and offload
macrocells in cellular networks, standardization bodies have
advocated femtocells. Femtocell end-to-end testing includes
femto access points, virtual gateways, and cloud femtocell
managers. The Smart nodes and SOHO boards are the ones that
are being tested the most. This paper describes the femtocell
setup technique as well as end-to-end testing of femtocell
architecture using various tools to identify vulnerabilities. Port
scanning, vulnerability scanning, web application vulnerability
scanning, robustness testing, and denial of service attack testing
are all part of the security testing process. Different tools are
used for each test, such as Defensics, Network mapper, Burp,
and Nessus. The results of this testing include the detection and
assessment of vulnerabilities and Femtocell's robustness.
Keywords— Macrocells, Smart node, SOHO, Defensics,
Nessus, Burp.

1. INTRODUCTION
Application security testing is a term used to describe
the many methods used by companies to find and eliminate
vulnerabilities in their software. The process of evaluating,
analyzing, and reporting on a software application's
security level as it goes through the software development
lifecycle is known as application security testing, or AST
(SDLC)[3]. The goal is to successfully eliminate software
vulnerabilities before they are released, then quickly
uncover defects while they are in use, leading in improved
source code and applications that are much more secure
against both internal and external attacks. The main
intention of security testing is identifying the faults or bugs
in the software which could lead to data loss, loss of revenue
.Femtocells have low power and they act as cellular base
station with shorter range. They canbe used both in interior
and exterior places to enhance the coverage of cellular
networks . They are generally used in homes, public areas
and businesses. The terminology used to define femtocells
with varied range and capacity are public access
femtocells, Metro femtocells, enterprise femtocells, and
class 3 femtocells. To increase the Spectral efficiency per
coverage area Femtocells and other small cells (picocells,
microcells) are used by mobile operators . This helps to
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offload traffic during peak hours. Vulnerability to security
assaults must be assessed, as well as the performance of
IPsec encryption and ciphering technology features.
Application security testing identifies threats and potential
weaknesses in the system. End to end application security
testing validates user scenario under real time and to verify
the femtocell for data integrity. Security testing is done to
identify all the possible threats and vulnerabilities in the
system. The process of security testing for femtocell begins
by testing the robustness . By performing the denial of
service attack and protocol testing the robustness of the
system can be checked. The denial of service attacks sends
the malformed data to the host i.e., the femtocell with the
burst of packets to check for its robustness. Vulnerability
scanning is the process of examining a computer's or
network's potential points of vulnerability in order to
identify security flaws .To check the all the possible
vulnerabilities in the femtocell the open port detection is
done to find the vulnerable ports. Nessus scan provides
the list of all possible vulnerabilities, which has plugins set
to test the femtocell and identify all the threats by
categorizing the severity level.

2. FEMTOCELL END TO END SOLUTION
AND SECURITY TESTING
2.1 Femtocell end to end solution
The Femtocell end to end solution consists of User
equipment, Security layer, Femtocell gateway and operator.

Figure 1 Femtocell end to end solution Architecture[21]
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Femtocell: Femtocells are employed in residential and
enterprise settings. Femto access point (FAP) performs
similar responsibilities to a macro network's Base
Station(BS), such as interacting with the handset (MS) and
establishing a voice circuit with the Core network[3].
Security Gateway: As shown in Fig 1, the Security
Gateway (SeGW) offers secure connection between the
FAP and the operator's core network. An IPsec tunnel is
used to encapsulate IP communications between FAP and
CN(Core network).
Femtocell Gateway: It aggregates traffic between the access
and core networks. There are separate 3G and 4G
Gateways. With Active/Standby and failover, gateway
nodes are redundant. Up to 384K FAPs can be supported.
QAM Layer: It provides FCAPs(fault, configuration,
accounting, performance and security) support to
femtocells via SAM(service application manager). These
are easily customized and open interfaces to operators BSS.
Supports up to 600K FAPs.

ensure that invalid input has no unpredictably negative
impact on the target.
A denial-of-service (DoS) attack testing : It is an
attempt to prevent users from accessing a system resource.
DoS testing is used to ensure that a system is protected
against known DoS threats.

3. Design methodology
The design methodology is proposed is represented in Fig 3
and is explained in follow steps.

2.2 Security Testing
Identification of vulnerabilities, hazards, and dangers
occurring in a software system against the intruder
attacks iscalled security testing.[5].

Figure 2 Security Testing methods
There are several different ways to categorize the
various areas of security testing as shown in Fig 2.
Port scanning: A target may be running a number of
services that are visible from the outside; port scanning can
help locate open ports and the services that may be
listening on them. Port scanning is technically
accomplished by sending a message to each port and
listening for a response to determine if the port is open or
closed.
Vulnerability testing :These are set of procedures for
determining whether the target system has any known – and
publicly disclosed – vulnerabilities (s).
Web Application Vulnerability Scanning: The tools
designed to automatically scan web applications and web
services for potential vulnerabilities.
Robustness testing : It is a technique that involves
sending a target a large number of mechanically created,
purposely erroneous protocol messages. The purpose is to
Volume 11, Issue 4, July - August 2022

Figure 4 Proposed Design Methodology
3.1 Femtocell Bring up:
MobaXterm combines all of the basic Unix commands with
a Windows enhanced terminal, an X11 server, a specified
SSH client, and a few more system devices for remote
processing, from which we load the certificates on the
femtocell and submit the femtocell details to the
authentication server to authenticate. After that, a snapshot
and a Golden template based on the GDF are loaded on to
the WPS, which is a tool that creates the profile with
modified default parameters, after which the profile is
activated and then placed in the Femtocell Access Point
(FAP) so that 3G and 4G cells are enabled.
3.2 Denial of service attack testing:
The DOS attack testing floods the target with traffic or
sending information that triggers a crash[6]. Different
scripts are written for different attacks so as to run on target
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machine to check the robustness. The attacks include TCP
flood attack, TCP connect attack, ICMP flood attack, tear
drop attack, land attack, UDP attack, Ping of death attack.
The system and user CPU percentage occupancy of the
system under test is monitored. Difference is noted before
and after conducting attacks, if there isn’t any significance
difference then it is considered as robust. Another criteria is
that the system under test i.e., our femtocell shouldn’t
crash. These two conditions determine robustness of
femtocell against the attacks
3.3 Protocol testing using Fuzzing technique:
Prepare a list of all protocols that must be executed on the
Femtocell. ARP server, Ethernet, ICMP, IPv4 test suites are
among them. The basic settings are then completed by
entering the Target IP address, MAC address, and the
Ethernet interface to which it is attached[13].Run the
interoperability test .The interoperability view checks that
the Basic configuration settings are correct and that the
connection to the tested system is operational. The test
cases are conducted after the interoperability test. The test
case selection stage allows to look through the test suite's
test groups and test cases. If any vulnerabilities exist, they
should be extracted, and any untested protocols should be
tested.
3.4 Open port detection:
TCP and UDP are the two protocols that employ ports in
Nmap. Each protocol's connection is distinguished by four
elements: source and destination IP addresses[9], as well as
source and destination ports. These elements are all just
numbers in the headers of each packet delivered between
hosts. The protocol is an eight-bit field that indicates the
type of packet in the IP data (payload) section. The open
detection can be done using TCP SYN scan, TCP Connect
scan, UDP scan and Tunnel scanning. Then the open ports
are detected indicating the vulnerable ports.

Figure 4 Plugins in Nessus
3.6 Penetration testing on cFCM:
The Burp proxy uses listeners to receive incoming HTTP
request from the browser. Then configuring browser to one
of its listening proxy servers [12]. Select the Manual Proxy
Configuration radio button, and in the HTTP Proxy input
box, type 127.0.0.1. In the Port entry box, type 8080. The
proxy listeners are set. The target address is also set. Once
the basic settings are configured then the HTTP requests go
from the chromium browser on which the Femtocell
management console is opened to the Burp suite, which
intercepts the traffic [14].

4. RESULTS
4.1 Femtocell Bring up

3.5 Vulnerability assessment using Nessus :
The ports that will be scanned, the plugins that will be
enabled, and the policy preferences will all be defined in
the settings as shown in Fig 4. After that, Nessus will
undertake host discovery to determine which hosts are
online. ICMP, TCP, UDP, and ARP will be the protocols
utilised for host finding [10]. Each host that is discovered to
be up is then subjected to a port scan by Nessus.
Valid ports range from 1 to 65535 and can be configured
in ranges or individually. After that, Nessus will do a
service discovery scan to see what services are running
behind each port on each identified host [11]. The operating
system is then detected by Nessus. After all of the
procedures have been completed, Nessus checks each host
against a database of known vulnerabilities to see which
hosts contain which flaws.
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Figure 5 Femtocell bring up
The Femtocell after adding the GDF load is depicted in
Fig 5, with the FSN (Femto serial number) and MAC
address plainly visible. FAP and SecGW build an IPsec
tunnel so that FAP and FAP-GW can communicate via a
secure connection. The tunnel IP addresses are IPv4 in
nature. Finally, the Femtocell is setup as illustrated in Fig.
5, which indicates that it is operational.
4.2 Protocol testing using fuzzing technique:
As indicated in Figure 6, the 'IPv4' test group passes the
interoperability test, while the ‘udpv4’ fails it.
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Figure 8 IPsec tunnel scanning

Figure 6 Interoperability test

Figure 9 Open port detected using TCP connect scan
The fact that port 222 is open can be seen in Fig 8. The
service rsh-spx, which is a remote shell service with spx
authentication, can be used. An attacker might use this
vulnerability to execute arbitrary instructions on the system
by delivering a specially crafted request to TCP port 222.
NeuroticKat and Snape are two trojans that use this port.
The IPsec tunnel every port is in filtered state as shown in
Fig 9. A dedicated firewall device, router rules, or hostbased firewall software could all be used to filter traffic.
4.4 Vulnerability assessment using Nessus

Figure 7 Test case verdict
There were no failures out of the 181354 test cases,
indicating that there was no reason for the Femtocell to
crash or malfunction when executing these test cases, as
shown in Fig 7.

The Fig 10 shows the classification of vulnerability
based on their severity as Critical, High, Medium, Low and
Info. The Critical and High vulnerabilities are needed to be
reported to the Platform team because they can affect the
system. In this report 100% is Info which means there are
no vulnerabilities which is indicated by score as ‘0’. If
more than one host were present, then it would display top
ten hosts by their vulnerability score.

Table 1: Test run results of Protocol suites

From the Table 1 the out of 852221 test cases, 852219
test cases have passed with pass percentage of 99.99%.
This indicates the excellence in robustness of the system
against any attacks.

Figure 10 Vulnerability severity summary
4.5 Penetration testing using Burp

4.3 Open port Detection
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Figure 11 Summary of the Burp Scan
This shows the issue type, host, severity, confidence of
the issue activity being performed. In Fig 11 there was only
one vulnerability with low severity and rest of them are just
information.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The architecture of a femtocell end-to-end solution was
addressed in this study. The procedure of bringing up
femtocells is explored. Furthermore, multiple security
testing approaches are described for end-to-end femtocell
solution security testing. The femtocell's robustness is
tested by triggering DOS assaults, as well as protocols to
see if the femtocell crashes. The vulnerable ports are
discovered using the network mapper. The vulnerability
evaluation is completed with the help of the Nessus tool.
The Burp tool is used to do penetration testing on the cloud
femtocell manager. The end-to-end testing of the femtocell
solution architecture is now complete.
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